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PTC India takes big leap in consulting business; wins projects worth Rs. 75 Cr.

New Delhi, 6th March 2020: PTC India Limited, a leading power trading solutions provider in India is now establishing its competence in providing consulting services to various clients in the power sector.

PTC India has recently won consulting projects worth Rs.75 Crores from its long-term associate Energy Efficiency Services Ltd. (EESL). PTC India will now manage EESL’s flagship “Street Light National Program (SLNP) in Gujarat, Bihar, Maharashtra, Jammu & Kashmir and West Bengal. Order for Gujarat has been received and PTC is the lowest bidder for the remaining states.

Under SLNP, PTC is already offering similar services to EESL in the States of Rajasthan, Andhra Pradesh, Haryana and Uttarakhand.

“With large scale activities going in the power sector to make power available, Techno - Commercial consulting has started playing a substantial role. PTC India will leverage its expertise and endeavor to take a dominant position in this segment to boost its service offerings” says Mr. Deepak Amitabh, Chairman & Managing Director, PTC India.

PTC presently offers consulting services in the areas Energy Management Solutions, Distribution Management Solutions, Transmission Advisory, Regulatory and Open Access advisory, etc.

About PTC India Limited

PTC India Ltd., a Government of India initiative, is the pioneer in starting a power market in India. The Company has maintained its leadership position in power trading since inception. PTC has also been mandated by the Government of India to trade electricity with Bhutan, Nepal and Bangladesh.

The trading activities undertaken by PTC include long term trading of power generated from large power projects as well as short term trading arising as a result of supply and demand mismatches, which inevitably arise in various regions of the country.

The Company is credited with a number of products in the electricity trading market to meet the divergent needs of the customers. Driven by the vision to shape a vibrant power market, PTC has been providing value-focused services to its clients and build trust as a reliable partner. The electricity traded from cross border resources is a significant component of the total electricity traded by the Company.

PTC is a unique example of a successful public-private partnership with major PSUs of the Ministry of Power, Government of India as promoters and a widely held ownership interest. The diverse composition of its Board of Directors includes eminent people as independent directors.